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Danny kept an eye on his father from inside the Peugeot sedan. His father was
stroke-addled and stoop-shouldered, pale skin sagged around the jaw. The old
man had spent the afternoon sitting in a tired Naugahyde recliner, just inside the
bay door, arguing with himself, searching his memory for the year he first met his
wife, dead now. He knows that. It’s the year he’s lost.
“72, wasn’t it,” Danny said, voice loud in the Peugeot cab, the only car in the
mechanic shop. He waited for an answer, but Irving was watching the rain.
The sky had blackened at noon as the rainclouds that’d churned up from the Gulf
gathered overhead. Danny hoped the storm would pass before nightfall. He was
installing polycloth covers over the lacerated leather seats. Not to Irving’s
standard. He would’ve spent hours on the phone—to dealers, collectors, scrapers,
hoarders—until he found the necessary leather. But Danny wanted the car for
tonight, for Patricia.
“72” Irving said, no certainty in his voice.
“Yeah, first date was at, where, a drive-in?”
Irving grew antsy in his recliner. He hated the confusion. He was a man who’d lived
by exact figures—flat eight, double cam, cc, hp, gasoline weight vs. performance.
On the small shop’s walls hung memorabilia from Irving’s peripatetic youth in the
racing circuit. Photos of him in NASCAR pit crews, when the drivers were
moonshiners turned gods of American muscle. A picture of a young Irving with
Paul Newman at a celebrity race in Riverside, an Indiana license plate
autographed by A.J. Foyt.
The shop had been Irving’s for decades. The best mechanic for analog cars,
specifically Europeans models, on this side of New Orleans, even the Big Easy
collectors sought him out. Irving had mainly made his living by renovating and
selling antique cars, like the 64 Peugeot and the 82 BMW out front next to the 77
Mercedes, impulsive purchases left to rot by owners or lost to banks. Cars that, if
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cared for, could last fifty years, but also no GPS, no wifi, no heated seats. Retirees
and rich men and the occasional hobbyist arrived to kick the tires, talk shop, but
rarely did the checkbooks come out to play.
“Remember the movie you took her to,” Danny asked, choking the frustration out
of his voice. “Think it was one of your favorites.” The old man’s mouth moved but
no words came.
For the last fifteen months, their days had passed in such a way. Danny was
stateside when the stroke happened, waiting out his last contract of service. Eight
years in, thinking about being an EMT, nursing school, state police. But, Danny
came home.
Reopening the mechanic shop was Della’s idea, the hospice caretaker, who tended
Irving two nights a week. The place offered familiarity to Irving and a routine for
Danny. Also, if left alone, Irving would fall. Falling on blood thinners was a
dangerous game. Even a blunted edge could rip Irving’s skin, draining him with no
more speed than a pinprick in a water balloon.
“A drive-in,” Danny said, answering himself. “Took her to a Steve McQueen movie
for your first date.” His voice echoed in the shop as he stood to stretch. “I got a
first date tonight too,” he mumbled. “At Café La Fleur–”
“In Waveland,” Irving interrupted, a fillip in his memory.
“Yeah,” Danny said, leaning on the Peugeot. “Then you two went for a long drive.”
“Drove down I-10,” Irving said, voice more certain.
“In the Galaxie, along the beach with the windows down.”
Danny wondered if the two of them had made love that night—in the back seat, on
soft sheets, on the warm hood of the Galaxie. Danny wouldn’t arrive for another
fourteen years. A miracle child for parents close to forty. He watched Irving’s face
soften. He was there again, beside Vera, the smell of the ocean. The year didn’t
matter.
*




laced with light rain. Danny was buffing the Peugeot when he asked, “Need to use
the restroom?”
“Keeping count,” Irving asked, eyes clearer now.
“Smart-assed,” said Danny. “Somebody’s feeling better. How about dating advice,
got any of that? I’ve been on a hiatus.”
“Don’t expect anything from each other,” Irving said.
Danny put the buffer away, said, “You met Vera in 1972. She said you looked like
Steve McQueen.”
“Just not as handsome,” Irving said, laughing. Vera, she could always make him
laugh. Irving winked at him. They’d shared that, the wink, could stop Danny from
crying as a child.
Maybe Patricia and I will laugh like that, Danny thought. They’d met when she
came to inquire about the 77 Mercedes, a 450SL, convertible. Patricia had good
posture, a little taller than Danny, but he didn’t mind. She didn’t buy the car, but
there was an attraction.
She’d also commented on the Peugeot’s uniqueness. That’s why Danny wanted it
ready for tonight. Sure, the car was drafty, but anything would beat driving the
Peugeot to the VFW bar, to the old men, fat men, broken men who sniffed him like
hungry dogs, greedy for war stories, men who spoke of service like the narrators
of tv specials with titles like Okinawa Bonsai or Blitzkrieg’s Thunder, but who
knew little of how the mechanic shop, the diesel stench, the musk of oil, could
remind Danny of patrols where dead dogs could go boom, where toys could go
boom, where trash piles could go boom, even they didn’t know how he sometimes
had to pull over to let traffic pass, white-knuckled and sweating. He closed the
door to the sedan. Yeah, he thought, maybe Patricia and I will laugh like that.
Irving squirmed forward in the recliner.
“Bathroom,” asked Danny.
Irving nodded. Danny placed the walker before him. Irving leaned forward, kept
his head low, looked at his feet. They hadn’t moved. Danny had replaced Irving’s
work boots with house slippers, but Irving still wore a blue chambray shirt and
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matching polyester work pants. Danny pressed them every morning on a creaky
ironing board in the kitchen.
“Take your time, Pop.”
Irving became animate at the sound of Danny’s voice and hunched forward,
readjusted his hands on the walker. Danny took him by the arms, lifted. Irving
turned in half-steps, his soles never leaving the dusty concrete. It was a slow trip
from recliner to bathroom. Danny hovered close behind, watching for trip hazards
and sharp edges.
“Doing okay, Pop,” Danny asked, worried about accidents. Those were the
loneliest moments for Danny, cleaning his father of feces, both men silent, Danny
workman-like while Irving bowed his head like a monk at prayer.
“Got to,” said Irving, arriving at the door, already sweating.
“Potty?” Danny winced at the word. Not a child, he thought. “Number two, I mean.”
“No,” Irving shook his head. “Sprinkle.” Words didn’t always come easy. “Pee.”
Irving took the portable urinal in one hand, leaned against the walker. He
struggled with the buckle. The old man’s hands had weakened quickly after the
first powerful stroke. Irving used the heel of his palm to force the catch. Danny
didn’t allow the jean button to be used. Like shoelaces, Irving’s hands couldn’t
work it. As he pulled the buckle the zipper went with it. Danny heard the fumbling
of fabric. Irving could sometimes retrieve himself. Mostly, he could only pull his
underwear aside, pushing his penis and testes against his thigh, from there the old
man could fish the tip of his penis into the portable plastic urinal and relieve
himself.
Danny waited, door ajar. It could be a long wait. Danny never wanted to be like
this, hollowed into a shell, ruined. Strokes, Danny often thought, were like regime
changes of the mind and body, the world was familiar but disingenuous, astatic,
someone else making the decisions. I’d rather be dead, Danny thought, than to
lose control of the body, the mind a maze full of dead ends.
Finally, a splatter of urine, a few drops. Barely enough to cover the bottom.




Judge, Charger, Mustang, Roadrunner, all racing for vanishing points on empty
highways, a slogan stared back at him: For Those Reaching New Horizons.
He heard a few more drops, kept waiting.
Yes, he wanted new horizons. If Irving died he’d sell it all, the shop, every scrap of
metal, every racing artifact. Take one of the cars, maybe the Peugeot, maybe the
Merc, and go. Travel light. Race across the Atchafalaya Basin, sprint the near-
endless stretch of Texas, slip over the border at Big Bend, search out the Sonora,
return to the desert, to another language, work at a clinic, help the needy and
grow a beard, maybe a woman would love him, have his children, and he’d never
again think of what lay to the North.
Danny shook those thoughts away, felt hollow, fucked-out.
He heard urine rattle in the plastic beaker, kept waiting.
But maybe Patricia would be worth staying for, Danny thought. Maybe.
Irving emptied the contents with barely a splash. His jeans had fallen to his knees.
He was hunched over in the slim bathroom groping for his waistband.
“Let me help you, Pop,” Danny said.
He raised the jeans and buckled Irving’s belt. Both men sweating now, close,
touching, intimate. Danny lifted the walker from over the toilet, stepped out,
waited. Irving, relieved, smirked before ambling down his path towards home,
another recliner, a warm blanket, a long sleep.
*
The sun slumped behind the tree line. The clouds were purple-hued, the color and
texture of torn plums. Della Summers had the windows open, cooling the small
house. The air was heavy with the smell of rain and wet jasmine, fecund and clean.
Della was heating up leftovers for Irving when Danny came into the kitchen.
“Handsome,” said Della, a woman of warm smiles and strong hands. She’d been
caring for Irving for over a year, the only woman to enter the house since Vera’s
passing.
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Danny, with shirt and jeans pressed, clean fingernails, said, “Feel like I’m going to a
job interview.”
“Looking good is he,” Irving asked, rested now.
“Good’s a stretch,” Della commented. “But it’s an improvement.”
Irving laughed. Danny felt that if the date went nowhere it’d be worth it for that.
“Della, I haven’t been on a date, a real date in, I dunno, a long time. Do men still
wear cologne on dates?
“I bet this tramp does,” she said, looking slyly at Irving. “He’s got a stash
somewhere.”
“I mean, on a first date, you should, right,” Danny asked, patting his pockets in a
dazed way as if a cologne bottle hid there.
Della began pilfering under the kitchen sink.
“Stash’s not there is it, Pop?”
But Irving didn’t laugh. He was lost in the television, eyes gone soft, Della out of
the room.
“Well, how about this?” Della held out a lemon-scented countertop cleaner.
Danny laughed, said, “Maybe I’ll gurgle some Windex too.”
“Leave the jokes to me. Better yet,” she said, squeezing his shoulders, serious now,
“get all the bad jokes out before the date.”
Della held him in her dark arms, whispered, “Don’t be nervous and don’t worry
about cologne. Just act nice and gentle. Like you are. She’ll like that.”
“Thank you, Della,” Danny said, making for the front door. “You two gonna be
okay?”




Danny left in the Peugeot. Act nice and gentle.
*
“So, you were a soldier,” Patricia asked.
They sat near the café’s front window. On the pane, a large fleur-de-lis was hand-
painted in gold. Their nearest neighbors were an older couple, holding hands, their
table littered with a lipstick-stained coffee mug, crumpled napkins, and dark-
puddled wine glasses.
“Yes ma’am, four tours,” Danny answered. The main course had only just arrived,
the air stiff between them. Patricia was beautiful, if a bit pale, with an intelligent
face, straight shoulders.
“I protested as an undergrad when Bush invaded.”
“I was only a few months outta basic.”
She blushed slightly. Danny kept eating, didn’t know what to say. He felt the
questions coming: Why’d you enlist? What was is it like? Why didn’t you just say
no?
“Must’ve been difficult, being over there,” Patricia said.
“At times,” Danny said, too quickly. “Did you go straight to your Ph.D. after
undergrad,” he asked trying to recover.
Patricia brightened. She told him about writing dissertations in Boston and how
much she loved New England.
“Must’ve been a bummer, landing a job here. It’s pretty isolated in comparison.”
“Well, yeah. New Orleans is an hour away. That’s nice. I mean, it’s not Boston.” She
took a sip of chardonnay. “But I’m lucky to have this job. The market’s shit.”
The waiter refilled Danny’s water glass. He hoped his sweating wasn’t noticeable.
“Is that how you usually meet women, at the mechanic shop,” Patricia asked, eyes
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playful.
“No ma’am,” Danny replied. “None that aren’t collecting Social Security.”
Just single mothers come into the shop, Danny thought, and old folks, until you.
It’d been different between tours, taking his chances in dive bars and cheap clubs,
waking beside mascara-smeared faces, smelling of cigarettes and Jäger, and
feeling so hollow and stained that the only cure was a fast drive with all the
windows down from Pendleton to the Pacific for an early-morning cleanse in its
cold waters. No one else around. No one.
Patricia smirked and said, “No more ma’ams. Class isn’t in session.”
She looked at him and did not hide her attraction, and she let him look at her. He
saw a woman, still young, with laugh lines and strong bones. Pampered maybe, but
smart and tough in an academic way. His eyes drifted to Patricia’s clavicle, its
texture nakedly architectural under her skin, and her breasts below it, smooth and
natural. He looked up quickly and met her eyes.
Danny blushed. She laughed and he blushed harder.
“He does laugh, and blush.”
Danny nodded, laughing more freely.
“Gotta save it for effect. How about you? Are we breaking hearts in the
anthropology department tonight, slumming with a mechanic?”
“A few, but you’re more than a mechanic. A small business owner, an entrepreneur
of antique automobiles.”
Danny smiled, felt himself relax a little more.
“Besides,” Patricia continued. “I dated enough professors in grad school. Found it
fascinating at first. The thing is that, eventually, our conversations became
lectures. They’d basically repeat what they’d read, before sighing and saying,” her
voice fell into a lazy lisp, “all I want is a good bottle of wine.” Another sip, a clever
smile. “All they know is office politics and Heidegger.”




Patricia threw her head back, laughing. Faces turned to them.
“Yes. For your brain. To find joy and kill it.”
She looked at him warmly, hazel eyes drinking him in.
“You feel like dancing?”
He nodded.
“There’s a place in downtown. For adults, not undergraduates. We should go.”
They looked at each other, food gone, but hungry nonetheless. Danny glanced for
the waiter, didn’t see him. The vibration blasted his outer thigh.
Please, he thought, please not now, don’t be. He stopped himself before thinking
the name Della, hoping that if he didn’t think it, it wouldn’t be her. The vibration
again, Patricia noticing.
He took out the phone, apologizing for the need.
“It’s fine,” she assured him.
Della’s cell phone number on the screen. A feeling of cold, of nausea. He excused
himself, turned from the table and answered the phone.
“He fell. I can’t get him up. Sorry to call.”
“Where?”
“Going to the bathroom. Fell on his walker too, so he can’t pick himself up. He’s
confused. Ministroke, I think. He hit his scalp on the doorframe. It’s bleeding like
crazy. Got a rag on it now.”
Danny said nothing. Della’s breath on the other end, waiting. He thought of the
darkness of the dance floor, Patricia coming closer, how she might feel against
him.
“Danny,” Della said from a great distance.
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He calculated the costs of an ambulance. They could help Irving up and Della could
then refuse the ride.
No, this was his job, his duty, his father.
“I’m on my way.” He hung up. “Patricia, my father fell. Della can’t pick him up.”
He had to choke the pity out of his voice, not now, no time for that.
“Of course,” she said.
“All the neighbors are old,” Danny said, his hand already reaching for the keys.
“There’s no one else–”
“Of course. Not a problem. Please.”
“I’ll run you home,” Danny said.
“No, please. Let’s go.”
Danny paid. Patricia waited at the door, slipping into a cardigan.
*
Irving lay as he had fallen. In the hallway outside the bathroom door. His head in
Della’s lap, a bloody rag between his crown and her knee. His legs were tangled in
the walker.
Danny went to him. Patricia lingered in the kitchen.
“How is he?”
“Same,” answered Della. “Not talking much. He keeps trying to stand.” Her voice
was direct, controlled, a veteran.
Irving lay soaked in sweat. Danny smelled the sourness of urine and beyond that
the faint, noxious scent of feces.




Irving’s eyes tried to find the voice. Panicked eyes, confused.
“Hello, miss. I’m sorry this had to happen tonight,” Della said.
Danny had forgotten Patricia in the kitchen.
“Is there anything I can do,” Patricia asked, arms crossed against her chest.
“No, ma’am. Thank you,” said Della.
Danny inspected the bleeding.
“Stopped,” Della said. “But it took its sweet time. Ministroke, no doubt.”
Irving’s mouth opened, as if to moan, only a gasp.
“I’ll get the walker free,” Danny said, stepping past his father. “And we’ll go from
there.”
He glanced at Patricia over his shoulder. Maybe the date could be saved, he
thought, maybe the club and a cool drink. Her eyes were locked between Irving’s
legs, her weight towards the kitchen.
His father’s aged and distended testicles had fallen loose from his briefs. Danny
hooked a finger inside the hem, righted the wet fabric. The carpet beneath him felt
damp as well. Danny closed Irving’s robe and heard Patricia retreat into the
kitchen. There’s still time for us, he thought, just let me get through this. He shook
his head to clear it, had to work now. He lifted his father’s leg and pulled the
walker free. Irving tried to rise.
“No,” Della insisted, but all he could do was wallow. “Shhh. Stay still now.”
Della was singing softly to Irving now, wiping the sweat from his face. Irving was
blinking, confused. Danny checked his father’s legs. No blood. Several deep
bruises. No breaks.
“Alright, Della. Ready?”
Della nodded, and Danny slipped his hands under Irving’s armpits. Danny
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straightened his back and pulled as Della pushed against Irving’s shoulders.
Irving’s sweat soaked Danny, but they rolled Irving into sitting position. Not
enough room in the slim hallway for three people. No choice.
“Gonna lift you to your knees, Pop. Ready?”
Irving’s eyes remained on the floor, sweat fell from his nose. Danny lifted the dead
weight. A few inches off the ground, Della quickly folded his leg and brought him
to a kneel. Danny stood up and stretched his back. It’d ache in morning. Della
would need a day’s sleep just to move again.
“Della, I’m sorr–”
“Not now. Get him up.”
Irving was trying to rise, mumbling. Danny hugged him and lifted with everything
he had. Irving rose unsteadily to his feet, tottered for a moment before Della
stabilized him with the walker.
“One step at a time, Pop.”
His father stepped forward as Della led the walker. Danny pressed behind him,
body to body, sweating together, nearly lewd in their motion.
“Another step,” Della said softly, a mother cooing a child to bed.
One footfall, shaky.
“Good, Pop.”
Irving paused unsteadily, started to sit.
“Not yet,” said Della. “Bed’s close.”
Irving stepped. Head down. Stepped again. They were through the door. Della
moved the walker aside, braced him with her body. Danny took the robe off and
lowered Irving’s wet underwear as Della gently guided him backward. They
wrestled him into proper position upon the bed, Danny at his shoulders and Della
at his ankles both ignoring the phallus that flopped shyly between his thighs.




Afterwards, Della and Danny sat on the bed, both breathing heavily.
“Thank you, Della. You better go and get some sleep.”
“I’ll stay. Clean up the blood.”
“No need.”
“You’ve got to take her home.”
Danny had forgotten Patricia. He found her in the kitchen listed against the
countertop. Not looking at him.
*
Danny drove fast, but safely. The Peugeot’s headlights reflected in the puddles left
behind by the afternoon thunderstorm. The clouds outraced the vehicle, but there
was no wind in the trees. No radio. Danny was trying to think of something to say.
“I hope your father is all right.”
“He’s as alright as he can be,” Danny said, harder than he intended. “Don’t know
what I’d do without Della.”
“No other family?”
“No” he answered. “An aunt’s got power of attorney, but there’s no money.”
They drove in silence. Patricia with eyes on the road, steady. Danny was white-
knuckled and sweating. Hate rose in his throat like acid. A stark cancerous anger
at the pitiful thought that the old man had willed this to happen, willed Danny
away from her. He needed to pull over. He needed to stop this, to say something,
could feel it like a fire in his belly, words at the window of his mouth ready to jump.
“I didn’t do it to kill people.”
“I’m sorry, what?”
“Enlist. You asked, earlier. At dinner. If it was tough over there. Didn’t go to kill
16
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people. Wanted to serve. Be a nurse afterwards, EMT. Guess I got what I wished
for.”
His back ached from lifting Irving. The pain made him realize how badly he’d
wanted it to ache from making love to this woman—right there on the warm hood
of the Peugeot or on the soft sheets of her bed.
“Of course. I never thought–”
“People ask about it. Wanting to hear war stories. What I remember’s the sky, you
know, over there, like it never ends. One time they lit these oil rigs on fire. All that
sky painted black by smoke, only the far edges were blue.”
The words were coming now, fire below, either jump or burn.
“I used to wake up and listen to the adhan. That’s the call to prayer. This major,
real jackass, he’d use a megaphone, to, you know, interrupt, mock it. But I always
liked the adhan. They’re different, you know? How they say it. Sunni. Shia. Every
morning no matter what. City burning, no power, no plumbing, people screaming
from finding a head on their doorstep. That muezzin’d still be singing. A serious
job, you know? You gotta do it.”
She said nothing and he didn’t look at her. Fire in his belly, whole body shaking.
“Tonight. That was okay, you know. He, uh, bleeding stopped. Just a ministroke,
TIAs. They’re like aftershocks.”
“Danny, I never thought–”
“You gotta be good to be a muezzin. I got it on my phone now. I listen to it. In the
mornings, before Pop wakes up. And at night, you know, can’t always sleep.”
Then he smelt the feces. He knew it well. It was with him, had followed him from
the house, the hallway. He glanced at Patricia. Her fingers were at her nose. She
looked contemplative, but Danny knew better.
He cleared his throat and cracked his window. He accelerated, miles to go.





At her house, she exited before Danny could touch his door handle.
“I’m sorry about tonight.”
“Don’t be,” she said. “You couldn’t help it.”
She was standing straight-backed, voice calm, words studied. Professor on the
first day of class.
“Wish I could start the night over,” Danny said.
“That’d be nice, wouldn’t it?”
He looked at her. Nothing left to say. Only smoldering ruins. Wash out the blood.
“I’ll call and check on your father,” she said, nodding like he’d asked a question.
She smiled falsely, brightly. Very professional, a keynote speaker smile.
“Have a good night.” He forced a smile, hated it.
She stepped back, not waving, made for the door immediately. Danny saw her
shoulders drop. Her wait was over. She’d made it home. He started the engine and
put the Peugeot in reverse.
He drove with the windows down. He turned the radio on, heard static and hit the
knob hard. Her wait was over, but his wasn’t. The long drive home in a drafty old
car. Back home to waiting. Waiting on the next fall and the thin blood, waiting on
the next stroke, the final stroke. More waiting through the days for the nights of
no-sleep, and when sleep came, so did dreams of pariah dogs tussling over a
sandaled foot after an IED went boom and the smell of burning raw sewage and
dark burqas like shadows of the damned queuing for propane. The people had
begged him, hands pulling at his flak jacket What do you want he’d asked, begging
him in a language that sounded like pleas for air. They have no electricity, the
translator said, no plumbing stand back murderers move among us at night
There’s nothing I can do. And now doctors telling him there was nothing they
could do, no money, no insurance for 24/7 care. Just he and his father and the
waiting and Patricia with the tense shoulders, waiting for the night to be over, for
the old man to return to his bed, for the young man to walk out of her life, waiting
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for this to be another lesson to be taught when a grad student groused about a
lack of a love life in academia.
Something bolted through the headlights, dark and furtive.
He swerved too hard and hit a ditch, popped out, slammed the brakes. Danny
stepped out of the car, looked behind him, smelt hot rubber. Nothing on the road.
A headlight had cracked. Grass and mud along the passenger bumper but he
couldn’t discern if there was any further damage. He came back and sat in the car,
door open, headlights on. He looked in the rearview. Somewhere in the distance
was Patricia. In her pajamas, wine glass in hand.
“Hope you enjoyed the show,” Danny said, to the idling engine, the night. “Dinner,
some wine, a front row seat to an old man shitting himself, but I forgot to wipe his
ass so he’ll probably get up to clean it and fall, this time he really hits his head and
bleeds out.”
Danny stopped shouting, standing in the road. No one out. Not even the moon.
Not her fault, he thought. Not her.
*
After Della had left and he found that she’d already cleaned his father, Danny
changed clothes, washed, and ate a turkey sandwich at the kitchen table. No noise.
Just silence and waiting for the night to end. He sat for a long time. Not thinking.
He went to Irving’s bedroom. Danny watched his father sleep, his body pale and
haggard, as if already in a tomb. And for the first time since he was a frightened
child, he lay in his father’s bed.
The old man snored gently beside him. Danny paced his breath with the snores,
tried to fade into the night. A phlegmy cough rattled out of Irving, waking him. His
eyes, clear now, looked at Danny.
“Had a spell, did I?”
“I believe so.”




Danny nodded, nothing left to say.
Irving smiled, winked at Danny, then turned his head away and fell into a deep
sleep.
“I love you,” Danny said.
He took his father’s hand in his own. Danny closed his eyes and waited only a short
while before he too fell into a sleep deeper than most dreams can travel.
________________
Joshua Gray was born and raised in the pine forests of the Deep South. He now
lives along the Texas-Mexico border and is at work on a novel
exploring narcoviolencia and sex trafficking. His stories have appeared in such
places as Per Contra, Juked, Nailed, and Portland Review.
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The country club was too grandiose for a baby shower. Never mind they had
painted over the plantation-white exterior years ago with coffee-stain beige.
Inside, the vestiges of old Mobile remained in paintings boasting grand white
houses with bright pink clumps of Alabama shrubs and fountains colored a perfect
patina. The paintings offered no hint of the slightly noxious smell of boiling
cabbage that spewed from the paper mill near the bay. Such odors rarely breached
the club, especially in spring when a wall of azaleas guarded the grounds and made
beauty the price of admission.
Corrine stood on the club’s portico to avoid the pre-shower bustle inside. Three
painted iron benches, there only for show, left her no alternative but to lean
against a pale, Doric column. Comfort had never been a priority at the club,
although it was adding a meditation garden. For this purpose, two heaps of
crushed white granite pimpled the blacktopped parking lot. As far as Corrine was
concerned, the club was wasting money on a passing, new-age fad. She would
always prefer the tennis courts bounded by ambitious jasmine, the pool where she
had spent summers dunking her brother, or even the gardening shed she’d snuck
into with friends to smoke Virginia Slims.
When the door to the club opened, the protruding globe of Sammie Jo’s waist was
the first thing Corrine saw. Her partner’s pink and white maternity dress made her
look proper, as though she belonged. “Your mom wants to know where to set the
flowers,” Sammie Jo said as she drew closer.
“You’re better with those things.”
“Yeah,” Sammie Jo replied, “but she won’t listen to me.”
Corrine gently squeezed Sammie Jo’s elbow, but only for the time it took a few
leaves to shake free in the late March wind. Her mother did not listen to many
people and would never listen to Sammie Jo. Corrine felt the urge to soothe her in
a more substantial way, but kissing her, even circumspectly on the cheek, was not




too much emotion made a mess of things, especially in public.
“You got dust or something on your jacket,” Sammie Jo said.
Corrine twisted the tail around and swiped at a white smear the length of a dollar
bill, perhaps residue from a recent whitewash or dust from the pile of rocks set
aside for the meditation garden.
“Let me try,” Sammie Jo offered.
“No, I’ve got it.”
Sammie Jo sighed and retreated.
That morning Corrine had interviewed the fourth possible nanny. The interviewee
had folded her stubby hands into her lap and said she believed in walking in
others’ shoes but “wasn’t rightly sure” about walking in Corrine and Sammie Jo’s.
None of the other candidates had taken issue with them—it was, after all, the
twenty-first century—but one had twitched her lips oddly during her interview,
one had used the bathroom without washing her hands, and another had not
shown up at all. With Sammie Jo nearly eight months along, Corrine worried she
would not find a suitable match. “Nobody but you cares about a nanny,” Sammie
Jo told her that morning, “And your family won’t like you a bit better for it.”
Corrine swiped again at the white dust on her jacket. “Are we still in agreement
about offering Babbie the job?” Corrine thought it might be nice for Sammie Jo’s
best friend to be around their house more often. She was a good eight years or so
older than either of them but a little life experience wasn’t a bad thing.
Sammie Jo reached between her breasts, pulled out a peppermint and unwrapped
it. She chewed them in lieu of smoking, but hiding them in her bra was tacky. When
Corrine had expressed as much, Sammie Jo had immediately plucked a mint from
her bra and popped it into her mouth.
“Asking Babbie to work for us feels weird,” Sammie Jo said. “Especially as a nanny.
I still think daycare is fine. It’s what normal people do, you know?”
They had discussed daycare dozens of times. Corrine would not toss her child into
a sandbox of dirty and strange children, but saying so only made her sound
pretentious. It was true that neither of her parents had exhibited much in the way
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of daily affection during her childhood, but honestly, the idea of her mother
warming milk and reading a bedtime story seemed as preposterous as world
peace. Her own nanny, a straight-backed woman with a penchant for Mahalia
Jackson and Sly and the Family Stone, had taught Corrine what her parents and St.
Francis Episcopal School could not: how to dance with her whole body, how to lie
on the grass and smell spring, how to spread peanut butter evenly on bread, and
most importantly, how to live among people who would never quite see you.
Corrine believed her own mother had understood her shortcomings well enough
to hire a nanny, which in itself had been an act of love. Although Corrine believed
herself far more affectionate than either of her parents, she saw that a nanny
could give her child what she could not, the experience of another world.
“Do whatever you want,” Sammie Jo said, “but don’t tell Babbie it was my idea.”
From the club’s entrance, her sister Pru leaned out in a sleeveless baby-blue dress
embroidered along the hem. “Mother’s going to lose it if you don’t come inside.”
Several guests had already gathered. Corrine watched as their eyes briefly noted
her and Sammie Jo’s entrance without any interruption in their polite chatter. In
the room reserved for the occasion hung three paintings of Aphrodite in standing,
seated, and reclining positions, each doused in perfectly centered overhead
lighting. The scantily clad figure had endeared the paintings to Corrine’s brother
and his friends as teenagers. She recalled blushing, without knowing why, the first
time she’d seen the love goddess trio.
“You’re dirty,” Pru said to Corrine. Her sister bent and brushed the back of her
jacket.
“I’m aware of that. I’ll fix it after I help Mom.”
Pru tossed her yellow, flat-ironed hair over one shoulder and pulled a chair
toward Sammie Jo. “You shouldn’t be standing so much, sweetie.”
Corrine could not remove the jacket because the shirt underneath was wrinkled.
Sammie Jo had forgotten to pick up the dry cleaning the day before and there had
been no time to buy a shirt that morning. “We can’t keep you clean,” Corrine’s
mother used to tell her as a child, but the problem wasn’t Corrine so much as the




leather shoes. Only her brother Trip was allowed polo shirts and high-tops, and he
wasn’t about to share them with his older sister. She remembered one Christmas
when she was about ten, and according to her mother, growing too old for tomboy
shenanigans. She tore at Christmas paper and opened boxes as though she were
being timed. In the last box, she hoped to find a slingshot or maybe a Walkman to
play her tapes. Instead, she found hot-pink panties and a matching camisole.
“You’ll be a lady soon,” her mother had said.
With cousins, grandparents, aunts, and uncles as witnesses, her brother had
snatched the panties and slung them onto the Christmas tree. Pru and her father
laughed while her mother nabbed her brother’s arm and escorted him to his room.
In the end, Corrine had worn the pink monstrosities and the skirts and dresses
that followed, but she thought of them as costumes, unlike the neutral-colored
pantsuit, cotton briefs, and businesswoman bob she wore to work and to the baby
shower. Sometimes she felt she was neither man nor woman, despite her feminine
upbringing and its insistence on her becoming a connoisseur of beauty and a
vehicle for family continuity. She was not what she was supposed to be, not what
anyone wanted except Sammie Jo and maybe the soon-to-be child.
When her mother, who was circulating dutifully among the guests, finally made
her way to Corrine, she said, “Isn’t it nice you could take a little time for yourself
outdoors when the party’s about to start?”
Her mother wore a white suit with pearls and ivory pumps, her smile whitened to
match. She pointed to a large round table, easily the size of a trampoline, where a
confident spray of spider lilies, irises, and chrysanthemums reached for the ceiling.
She asked Corrine, “Do you think the bouquet should go next to the guest book?”
“It looks fine where it is.” Her mother had gone to too much fuss. Even Corrine’s
old Tulane buddies were more accustomed to barbeques and beer.
“We thought the gift table and guest book could go in the corner,” Pru said.
A black waiter dressed in a white jacket, white button-down shirt, and a black bow
tie stood trophy-like at the back of the room. So much of Corrine’s early life had
been black and white this way, particular people performing roles that seemed
almost God-given. That is, until the first black doctor sought membership and was
turned away. Many longtime staff had deserted the club in protest, forcing it to
update its membership and hiring policies. But Corrine felt sure two women
seeking a family-membership would not produce the same stir. If anything, it
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would only strengthen the club and the staff’s resolve to keep such people out.
“Everything’s perfect,” Sammie Jo told Pru.
Sammie Jo was always trying to agree with her family, a useless attempt at gaining
their approval. “It doesn’t matter where things go,” Corrine said.
“Wouldn’t that be a fine how-do-you-do,” her mother replied, “just plopping things
down wherever we please.”
The waiter moved a table to the corner, as instructed by Pru. She thanked him and
he disappeared from the room.
Although Corrine and Sammie Jo had been a couple for three years, it was only
Sammie Jo’s second time at the club, and Corrine could tell by the way she was
clasping her hands—trying not to bite her fingernails—that she felt nervous.
Corrine inched closer and whispered “relax” into Sammie Jo’s ear.
“You, too,” she countered.
As Corrine hoped, Sammie Jo’s shoulders relaxed, but she would need to learn to
manage better in the world of her mother. She would not stop at a baby shower.
As soon as she’d gotten used to the idea of the pregnancy, in fact, her mother had
insisted on James as the baby’s name. “It’s good to remember who we are,” she’d
said, “and having a namesake will mean the world to your father.”
What meant the most to Corrine’s father, however, was his legal practice, golf and
tending his roses the way some men tended their families.
Corrine swiped at the back of her jacket in one last attempt to remove whatever
had taken hold, but she stood too close to a table and knocked a glass of water
onto one pants’ leg.
“Corrine!” her mother said. The waiter produced a towel from his back pocket and
mechanically wiped the floor. Another waiter—this one white—entered with a
mop, a bucket and a handful of dishtowels. When they finished wiping and
mopping, the two men bowed and subtracted themselves from the group of





“I think some of your little friends have arrived,” her mother called out. She had
referred to Sammie Jo as her “little friend” until sixteen months ago when they’d
moved in together, and then, until the pregnancy, she had refused to mention
Sammie Jo at all.
Corrine never imagined she would fall for the brave teller who had asked her, a
vice president, to lunch nor had she foreseen the drinks that followed, but she
could no longer recall those evenings without thinking of how they’d led to
Sammie Jo’s place, a one-bedroom apartment on the side of town more populated
with pin oaks and pine trees than live oaks and magnolias. At first, Corrine had
accepted the invitations out of loneliness, but later she went because Sammie Jo’s
easy smile built its own museum in her mind, a place where she could and could
not breathe.
Rumors had circulated at work and Corrine’s boss told her, “She will need to find a
job at another bank, and you will need to show more discretion. Not have her
showing up here as much.”
Sammie Jo stomped around their house when Corrine told her everything the
bank president had said, and although she eventually acquiesced, Corrine knew
she would never fully see that people destroyed what they could not understand.
After rumors died down, Corrine’s boss congratulated her. “You dodged a bullet,”
he said. “You’ll have a fine career, provided you don’t flaunt your lifestyle.”
When Corrine returned from drying her pants in the ladies’ room, she found
Babbie and Marti standing at the entrance to the shower. The two friends had
played softball with Sammie Jo for years and had gotten to know Corrine after she
joined the team. She was better at tennis but liked how relaxed she felt at the
softball park.
Babbie and Marti, big-eyed, tugged each other’s sleeves and pointed at objects, as
if the club were Versailles. Babbie held a box the size of a diaper bag, which
Corrine hoped it wasn’t. Wrapped in rainbow-striped paper, half-inch ribbons of
yellow, red, and orange girded their gift. The ribbons finished in a mound of
ringlets enough to fill a punchbowl.
“We wrapped it ourselves,” Marti told Corrine, “but the first kid’s a big deal. You
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can’t leave details to chance.”
Corrine smiled, even though the comment made little sense. Sammie Jo showed
up and hugged the pair and then latched on to one of Corrine’s arms. “What an
amazing gift, don’t you think?”
“Very amazing,” Corrine said. She was trying to sound sincere, but Sammie Jo’s
fingers tightening around her arm signaled she had failed. If the gift weren’t bad
enough, Babbie was wearing black rhinestone earrings the length of diaper pins
and a black cocktail dress better suited to an evening event. Only Marti, decked
out in the colors of an elementary school bulletin board, outdid her. Not that
Corrine cared what they wore, but her mother would notice.
And notice she did. After introducing herself, her mother rested one curled hand
beneath her chin, clearly contemplating the tacky wrapping. A lavender tag as big
as a baking mitt hung off the side. Her mother read the inscription. “Here’s to a
little Knockoff.”
“Knockers is the name of our softball team,” Sammie Jo told Corrine’s mother.
“I see.” Her mother called to a waiter. “Could you place this gift with the others?”
When she returned her gaze to the group, Babbie said, “You need to come to a
game. I don’t make it that often, with two jobs and kids and all, but Sammie Jo’s a
heck of a pitcher.”
Corrine tried to imagine her mother seated in Capris and espadrilles on a dusty,
ketchup-stained bleacher at the softball park. She imagined her searching the
stands for people she knew. Corrine wondered what she would think of Babbie’s
daughter, who came to almost every game with her black boyfriend. Would her
mother sit beside Babbie’s son who’d just been released from the Atmore prison
on good behavior? Issues aside, would she see how they loved Babbie enough to
watch her play, enough to show up?
“I called in sick to be here,” Babbie told her hosts. “No way I was gonna miss seeing
the inside of this club.”
“Well,” Corrine’s mother replied, “what’s a little fib for a good cause?”





“The Chinese are certainly productive,” her mother said and drew close to Marti
and squeezed her arm. “We’re so glad you’re both here.”
Corrine never imagined her mother warming to Marti or Babbie. She had started
to tell Marti about the history of the club and its art collections, but her mother’s
gesture had interfered. Sammie Jo had insisted on inviting Marti to put Babbie at
ease, that and she felt sorry for Marti and her sad-sap life of working nights at a
truck stop and putting up with an abusive boyfriend that Sammie Jo likened to a
Billy goat.
After her mother led the two women to their seats, Sammie Jo whispered, “I know
their gift wrapping doesn’t jive with the rest of the fancy gifts, but it’s not a big
deal.”
“Jibe,” Corrine said.
“That’s what I said.”
“You said jive.”
“Whatever. Let’s just have fun, okay? Sometimes you’re worse than your mother.
And anyway, she’s not that bad.”
Corrine noticed several guests watching them and said nothing more. She wanted
to shout she was nothing like her mother, certainly not worse. Sammie Jo only
dared accuse her of such a thing because Corrine would never stoop to showing
her agitation in public. This partner of hers, from a family nobody had heard of,
knew exactly how to jab her, whether or not she knew how to jibe.
“Let’s go around the table and introduce ourselves and say how we’re related to
our guests of honor,” Corrine’s mother announced. “I’ll start. Obviously, I’m Jayne,
grandmother-to-be, but I will never be old enough to be called Granny.”
She leaned toward Corrine and laughed. Her mother’s best friend, Mimi Radcliffe,
introduced herself next as they went around the table counterclockwise. Sara
Slater, wife of the president at the bank where Corrine worked, sat on the other
side of Mimi. Then came Pru, Corrine’s first cousin Trudy, two of Corrine’s friends
from her Tulane days, Babbie and Marti from The Knockers, Sammie Jo’s mother,
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and finally, Sammie Jo and her. This gathering of women represented the
hodgepodge of Corrine’s life and fell short of who and what she had hoped to be.
She understood the unkindness and hypocrisy of this thought, but nonetheless,
felt something had been lost.
Corrine noticed Marti and Sammie Jo’s mother staring at the full place setting
next to the first course, cantaloupe and blueberries. “So much silverware,” Corrine
piped up, “It’s a waste, really.” This pronouncement gained their attention. “But as
usual I’ll just work from the outside in’.”
Sammie Jo’s mother laughed. “Thank the Lord I’m not washing the dishes.”
“Misbehave,” Babbie said, “and see where you end up.”
When a second course of raspberry sorbet followed, Marti said, “Dessert before
lunch. I like this place.”
“It gets rid of the taste of what you just ate,” Babbie responded. “They call it
cleansing your palate.”
Corrine liked that Babbie knew this information.
“They can cleanse me anytime they like,” Marti said.
Mimi Radcliffe dabbed her lips with a napkin. “If only it were that easy.”
The Tulane friends laughed.
Sammie Jo’s mother ignored them and told Marti, “If you want some cleansing
that’s not about palates, you’re still invited to church. Any Sunday.”
“Thanks, Mrs. Kenner,” Marti replied, “but don’t save me a seat.”
Corrine wanted to say Marti’s sentiment went double for her but allowed the
moment to pass. Sammie Jo’s mother was a Super Bowl contender in church
attendance and valued likeminded believers contending for the same eternal
prize. Sammie Jo’s mother was nothing like her father, a Baptist preacher who told
stories and fished. Not that his daughter’s choice of partners pleased him, so much
as he’d agreed to let it be. Every Tuesday he and Sammie Jo met for breakfast at a




Corrine. “And maybe I love her more.” Corrine had tried to imagine her dad saying
such a thing, but make-believe wasn’t her strength.
The third course of Caesar salad with fried capers and freshly grated Parmesan
cheese inspired a little clap from Babbie. “I’d never leave this place if I was a
member,” she said.
Corrine smiled at the idea of seeing Babbie more frequently. Nannies often
brought children to the club. “Maybe you can stay,” she said.
Babbie’s smile disappeared. Did she think Corrine was flirting? “I only meant,” she
said, “that maybe you could find a job that would allow you to spend time here.”
“You find it and I’ll take it,” Babbie said.
Mimi Radcliffe overheard this comment. “I’m sure you’d be lovely behind the bar,
dear.”
“I’ve worked at enough bars,” Babbie replied, “to turn a septic tank to wine. None
as classy as the one here, but I can tell you, drunk is drunk.”
Corrine started to ask Babbie about her experience working at bars until a waiter
reached an arm between her and Babbie’s side of the table. He served plates of
boneless chicken breast, rice pilaf, and broccoli almandine.
Mimi stood and called for a toast. “To the new mothers and a new world.” Iced tea
and wine glasses clinked.
“That was so nice of her,” Sammie Jo whispered to Corrine after Mimi sat down.
Not really, Corrine thought. A new world meant the old one wasn’t an option.
She’d been promised more where her family was concerned and hated that she
cared about people who would never completely accept her. They only cared
about their first grandson. Under the table, she reached for Sammie Jo’s hand.
A waiter began refilling water glasses. Babbie caught his attention and asked if he
might bring some mustard for the chicken. She said it needed a little something. At
this complaint, Corrine noted her mother and Mimi’s raised eyebrows. Corrine
didn’t blame Babbie for doctoring the food; the club routinely overcooked the
grilled chicken, rendering it the consistency of the rubber tip on a turkey baster.
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Corrine had requested pork tenderloin a week earlier, but her mother had
changed it to chicken. “Pork is too heavy for lunch,” she’d said.
The waiter returned minutes later with a small jar of honey dijon.
“How cute is this?” Babbie said. “It’s barely larger than a spool of thread.”
Marti and Sammie Jo’s mother agreed the jar was cute.
The Tulane friends asked Babbie where she had gone to school. “BC Rain,” she
said. “And you?”
Both friends said they had attended an Episcopal prep school. They meant to
tease out where Babbie had gone to college, and at that moment Corrine disliked
them both. Despite Babbie’s lack of refinement, Corrine believed in her ability to
raise her son. She would need more direction at first, but Babbie was certainly
sharp and energetic. A good choice overall. Plus, she might enjoy the standard
hours, better pay, and connections she would make with people like Sara Slater,
Pru, and Trudy. Although as far as Corrine could tell, Pru and Trudy—both
engaged to young doctors—were paying little attention to Babbie, or for that
matter the questions of the Tulane friends, and spent most of the luncheon
chatting about wedding vendors.
Months earlier, shortly after her sister’s engagement, Corrine had gone to her
parents’ house to tell them about the pregnancy. The house was quiet when she
entered. A portrait of her grandmother cloaked in a blue gown hung over the
fireplace, a fireplace that rarely saw use in the sweltering humidity that consumed
Mobile much of the year. She poured herself a whiskey from the bar behind the
English-inspired sofa and shortly after found her parents in the rose garden. Her
father was pruning and nipping buds and her mother was nestled on a swing and
reading a book.
“A little early in the day, don’t you think?” her mother said when she saw Corrine
with a drink. “Jim, look what your daughter’s doing.” She patted the seat next to
her on the canopied swing.




Her father briefly glanced her way and smiled. “A little can’t hurt. Takes the edge
off, right sweetie?”
She sipped from her drink, then announced, “Sammie Jo is pregnant.”
Her father lowered his trimming shears and faced her. Her mother closed her
book. A clear sunny day surrounded them. Roses everywhere. Corsages ready to
be plucked and worn in celebration. Corrine sipped and waited. She feared their
likely response but could not shake the hope of a happy family.
“Congratulations to your friend,” her mother finally said.
“Yes, of course,” her father agreed.
She gulped the rest of her drink to loosen her words but only managed, “The
Iceberg roses look nice.”
Her father said, “Yes, a few blemishes, though” and laid his shears on a bench.
“You’ll have to excuse me, sweetie,” he added, “I’m parched.”
As swift as that, Corrine was alone with her mother, who once again patted the
seat beside her. “Your father won’t be back.”
Corrine’s words finally shot into her throat. “We went to New Orleans,” she said,
“and used my egg and our softball coach’s sperm. The coach has been like a father
to Sammie Jo.”
Her mother placed the book onto the empty seat beside her and yanked her
sunglasses from her gray-blue eyes. “Dear God, Corrine.”
“I thought you might be happy,” Corrine answered. “I saved you thousands in
wedding costs.” She’d always understood a wedding would not be acceptable,
whether or not it was legal.
Her mother’s eyes grew glassy. “Who are you?” Her defeated tone wilted and
silenced any response from Corrine. “I need a drink,” she said before excusing
herself as well.
Corrine relinquished her standing position and glided on the swing. The scented
petals of a nearby dogwood tree infused the air with sweetness. Despite the
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garden’s perfection, only Sammie Jo, with her leafless potted plants and pinecone
collection, could make things right.
For dessert her mother asked the two waiters to cut slices of the white, two-tiered
cake decorated with blue candy bears. The waiters carried out her wishes, poured
coffee from silver carafes, and placed bowls of brown cubes on the table.
“A person could get used to this,” Marti said.
“A person could indeed,” Sara Slater responded.
Neither Marti nor Babbie could know that Sara Slater was used to a cleaning lady,
a cook, and a good many things, including pills to sleep and frequent spa vacations
that left her depressed and distant from her husband. Occasionally, when she
stopped by the office to see him she also stopped by to see Corrine. Sara Slater
seemed to have few friends and always asked Corrine to lunch. Aware she could
not always refuse, Corrine had obliged on two occasions. The weight of Sara
Slater’s problems—her inability to bear a child, her obsession with shopping, and
her whining about Corrine’s boss—annoyed Corrine. She had invited the woman
to the shower solely because she was the boss’ wife. The woman was an adult and
needed to realize things could be worse. Sara Slater’s cage was of her own making.
Corrine’s mother motioned to the waiter to clear the dessert plates and move the
gifts to the main table. Corrine and Sammie Jo took turns unwrapping them.
“Watch those ribbons,” Marti said. “However many you tear is how many
youngins’ you’ll have.”
Marti’s comment explained why she and Babbie had tied their gift in triplicate.
When Sammie Jo finally wrangled the stiff ribbon free, inside was a puffy white-
and-green quilt appliquéd with a mother and baby giraffe.
“Some ladies at the Catholic bazaar make them,” Babbie said.
Sammie Jo rubbed her face in the quilt then hugged it to her chest. Babbie got up
and wrapped her arms around her, followed by Marti who kissed Sammie Jo on
the cheek. Corrine felt a little jealous of the three women. She ran her hands over




it was a unanimous hit. The baby would be wrapped in something authentic and
handmade. If she could teach him anything, Corrine hoped it would be the art of
authenticity, and yet, despite the differences in their education, Corrine
suspected Sammie Jo and her friends had a knack for this art form that she might
never master.
All that might change, of course, if her mother had her way. It had taken her less
than a month to show up at the bank after learning about the baby. Over lunch
they’d chatted about Corrine’s job, her mother’s social activities, and the weather.
Then, as her mother was paying, she’d said matter-of-factly, “Maybe we should
send Samantha Jo back to school for her bachelor’s. I’m sure she doesn’t aspire to
be a bank teller all her life.”
Corrine had clenched her jaw and tried to smile. Her mother was offering Sammie
Jo a way in, even if she was doing it by pointing out what her partner lacked. “Yes,”
Corrine agreed, “especially with a child.”
“Time for the grandmas’ gifts,” Sammie Jo said. She and Corrine had saved their
mothers’ presents to open last. Sammie Jo ripped the multicolored paper from her
mother’s gift to reveal a cardboard box stamped with potato chip logos.
“It’s the only box I had,” her mother said, “Anyway, it what’s inside that counts.”
Corrine’s mother, being polite she supposed, smiled and nodded. Her mother’s gift
was wrapped in expensive white paper embossed with bunnies that might have
hopped there from a classic children’s book.
Sammie Jo pulled out diapers, a small white teddy bear, and a blue-and-white
outfit with a little white cap.
“To wear to church,” Sammie Jo’s mother said.
“The outfit will be nice for the christening,” Corrine said.
Sammie Jo’s mother turned and showed her daughter the whites of her eyes. Her
idea of baptism was submersion, but Corrine refused to see any child of hers
forcibly submerged in water, even for a few seconds. But that was the crux, wasn’t
it? Sammie Jo’s people grew into adults who gave their entire bodies to the water
while Corrine’s people did everything they could to avoid getting wet.
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Corrine opened the last gift. Inside was a check for $500 and a yellowed, plastic
rattle half the size of her hand.
“It was yours, remember?” her mother said. “And before that, it was mine.”
Corrine smiled in the reserved manner of her upbringing. She loved the gift. How
was it possible to both love and despise tradition? She was not equipped to live in
a completely new world, nor able to live in the old one.
“Only a mom could give something so nice,” Babbie said. She shook the rattle,
which produced a gentle tinkling similar to the notes of a music box.
Corrine’s mother smiled genuinely. For thirty-two years, Corrine had studied the
intricate movements of her mother’s face for joy or displeasure, sadness or
approval. Maybe the shower had not been such a bad idea. With that thought
came the urge to hold Sammie Jo, who had endured so much for her. When this
partner of hers smiled, there was no denying her goodness. Watching her now,
Corrine did the unthinkable in front of all these women and ran her hand slowly
over Sammie Jo’s curly blond hair, then pulled her close and held her for a few
seconds. And for that instant, Corrine was Aphrodite reclining, Aphrodite at her
best.
Outside the club the women began to disperse, saying what a lovely time they’d
had and all the rest. Corrine leaned toward Sammie Jo and whispered it was time,
and Sammie Jo sighed and nodded. But before Corrine could ask, Babbie said, “I
feel honored y’all invited me. One of my ex-husbands says people aren’t this nice
without a reason, but I’m gonna say this proves him wrong.”
Babbie would have been invited to the shower regardless because she was
Sammie Jo’s best friend, but Corrine realized she could no longer offer Babbie the
job without seeming sly or insincere. “Some people are just skeptics,” she said.
Marti and Babbie gave Corrine and Sammie Jo bear hugs, and Babbie told Corrine
to call her if they needed anything.” Babbie was still waving goodbye when a male
voice shouted her name just outside the club.
“Daryl?” Babbie ran toward the black valet and kissed him hard on the lips, not ten




were there to share the moment, but she’d gone to the restroom. Corrine couldn’t
tell from her mother’s facial expression if she was more disturbed that Babbie had
kissed a black man or that she had displayed affection in public. Babbie was
exactly the kind of person to raise her and Sammie Jo’s son but not the one who
would.
Her mother waved as cars drained from the parking lot. “She wasn’t the one,” she
said. “You need a proper nanny.”
“What?” Corrine asked. How did she know?
“Sammie Jo told Pru,” her mother continued, “and you know your sister can’t keep
her mouth shut.”
“Neither can Sammie Jo,” Corrine said.
“But she means well.” Her mother brushed the jacket, trying to remove what
remained. “Leave the jacket with me, and I’ll have it cleaned.”
The brushing ceased and her mother slid one arm around Corrine’s waist and
squeezed. It was the most earnest contact between them in years.
Corrine remembered being a young girl, her head in her mother’s lap as she lay on
a sheet at the beach. “My beautiful girl,” her mother would say, “remember who
you are,” but the person she had become would always be her twentieth birthday,
when her father surprised her at her apartment near Tulane. She and Jodi were
sleeping in a single bed, the other bed pristine. “Get dressed,” he demanded. “I’ll
wait outside.” The next day, Corrine transferred to a dorm with private rooms and
an abundance of red, pink, and white roses clamoring in its courtyard. She was
certain her father had seen the roses and could only feel they were mocking her.
Jodi sent her messages for months, but Corrine told herself she would not spend
her life with a woman.
Weeks before the baby shower, she had googled Jodi’s name and learned she was
married and practicing law in Baton Rouge. It was then Corrine realized how
people who had once meant so much to each other could become strangers in no
time at all. Yes, she had grown up and remembered who she was, but the beautiful
girl and the mother who loved her were gone forever. Tomorrow she would begin
researching daycare facilities. Tomorrow she would start again.
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She removed the jacket and allowed her mother to take it away.
________________
Ramona Reeves’ fiction and essays have appeared in Ninth Letter’s online
edition, The Southampton Review, Pembroke, Gris Gris, Superstition Review,
Jabberwock Review and others. The story published in this issue comes from a
recently completed novel of interconnected stories. Originally from Alabama, she






On our last day in Rome, we have an option to wake up early and go to Santa
Maria della Scala. Chelsea says the name means “Saint Mary of the Steps” and that
it’s going to be “creepy-cool.”
Chelsea is our tour guide, and “cool” is her favorite operative word, her first and
foremost descriptor. “It’s really cool,” is her way of psyching us up for basically
everything, which makes her sound our age. But most days she wears denim
skorts with sneakers, so she’s not fooling anyone. She’s from Florida but she lives
in Italy, giving tours. For the past week she’s been shepherding our high school
Latin club (plus chaperones) through different Italian cities via a combination of
her unusually loud voice and a hot pink paper umbrella like I’ve always wanted to
buy myself from Hobby Lobby—a giant version of those little umbrellas people
supposedly put in cocktails. Mostly she raises it over her head still closed, but on
really hot days I see her actually carry it like a parasol, casting a hot pink-tinted
shadow over her already-tanned skin.
Chelsea wears a necklace with a silver hand on it—not a bare, open palm offering
peace or a high five but the back of the hand, the fingers closed, casually resting,
like someone considering shaking your hand. Chelsea loves hands, she says—she’s
a painter when she isn’t giving tours—and she uses her necklace to talk about the
Incorruptibles. There were saints whose bodies were still intact after they died,
who didn’t rot or turn to dust; their graves gave off a sweet smell, even in climates
where it was impossible to be accidentally mummified. And so it happened that all
over Europe, people kept digging up other people after they’d died to see if they
were confirmed to be saints yet. And when the bodies were miraculously
preserved—when the skin still felt supple, when the scent of flowers was clearly
coming from the body itself—the standard celebratory procedure involved
hacking the body into pieces so as to have more holy relics.
Apparently, it’s fallen out of vogue, the incorruptible thing—or at least the part
about digging people up. Apparently being incorruptible also might just mean very
slow decay rather than none—Chelsea knows one saint who’s just bones now, the
bones displayed and venerated all the same. (“Cool, huh?” she prompts.)
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Sometimes a wax mask or a metal cast is made, to protect the corpse from
premature destruction (the lights of the church, or smoke from incense). Chelsea’s
been to a convent in Spain where they keep a saint’s hand encased in a beautiful
golden cast, a reliquary. Teresa of Avila’s hand inside is probably just bones at this
point, but the reliquary wears elaborate jeweled rings. Precious stones trace the
lines of her fingers.
—
In Assisi, a man cleaning the bathrooms grabs my ass. We spend the morning in a
giant glorified gift shop of pottery, a place where everything is suns and moons
because they call St. Francis of Assisi “Brother Sun” and St. Clare “Sister Moon.”
Then the bus zooms on to a weird parking lot with an escalator built into the hill
and it turns out we’re in Assisi, that we start at the top and wind our way down
through the town. Everything is closed because the Italians are taking their
afternoon nap, but we manage to find some gelato on our way.
In Sunday school we’d heard about St. Francis of Assisi walking through the
streets and preaching the gospel, but I’ve never pictured the town as a gigantic
hill. It makes the story that much more intense, that St. Francis was having to
climb all that way up and down just to talk to people.
I have to trek a little ways up the hill to get to the bathrooms before the bus
leaves. Nobody wants to go with me, and Chelsea says to hurry. When I get there
it looks like the bathroom is closing for cleaning. The man who’s there to clean
pauses in putting up the sign and gestures that he will wait, that I should go in; and
I am grateful. When I come out I have to exit through a paid turnstile—because
heaven forbid Italy offer a free public bathroom—but the man insists via a series
of gestures and confused English that I should squeeze past without paying, that
there’s plenty of room. I do as he says and he plants his hand firmly on my
backside, I suppose to help me through. I open my mouth, searching for a curse
strong enough but hesitate. In the end, I don’t know how to say “fuck you” in
Italian so instead I say grazie.
—
Chelsea tells us that when St. Teresa’s body was exhumed a year after she’d died,
her spiritual director cut off her left hand to send it to the convent—but he kept




holds up her own hand necklace, looking mischievous, and laughs.
—
At the discotheque in Florence, I find a seat on the balcony that overlooks the first
floor. The club is mostly empty, and below my classmates are dancing, or
pretending to, and enjoying the freedom of buying drinks from the bar. We’re
sixteen or seventeen, all of us, and our parents have signed waivers permitting us
to drink—except Grace, whose mother is a chaperone. I don’t know where the
chaperones are, but from my vantage point I can see Katie passing her drink to
Grace, Deanna acting as lookout. It’s dark and there’s an honest-to-God disco ball
with colored lights shining on it and as soon as Grace has finished her drink
Deanna goes back to dirty-dancing with Eric.
I don’t like dancing, or at least I don’t like trying, even in front of friends. I don’t like
making a show of my body, don’t like putting it in a position where I could be
watched and ridiculed. For all of middle school and high school I hadn’t been to
one dance until Prom this past spring, when Jackson Lewis asked me if we could go
“as friends.” Deliriously happy, I said yes, ignoring the qualifier he put so much
weight on—because I was obsessed with him, because I was in love with him,
because I hoped it was all a ruse and that he’d confess his undying love to me as
we slow-danced in the gym. But Jackson was a man of his word, dutifully giving me
a corsage that, like his tie, matched the blue of my dress; posing for pictures with
our group of friends in someone’s backyard for half an hour before dinner; buying
my meal and ticket to the dance as prom etiquette seemed to dictate; and slow-
dancing with me exactly twice, after which he seemed to believe he’d fulfilled all
his obligations as my date. He ditched me as soon as the second slow song ended,
gyrating into the middle of our group of friends like the showoff I knew he was. I
lingered at the edge of the circle for the next couple of songs, barely swaying; but
he didn’t check on me, speak to me, look at me again until the dance was ending
and he had to take me home. I spent the rest of the night sitting at a table off to the
side, reflecting on how bad and loud the music was and feeling uncomfortable as I
watched my friends grind on each other just a few feet away. Sitting in the
discotheque feels like déjà vu, even without Jackson there to ignore me.
When Chelsea gathers up our group to leave, Deanna loudly tells me I’m a great
dancer, her words a little slurred. I don’t try to correct her because it’s easier
letting her think I was somewhere out there with them. Back in our hotel room,
Deanna and Katie and Grace joke that next year’s Prom should be at a
discotheque. Deanna waxes poetic about dances, about the baby-pink gown she
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saw two weeks ago on clearance and how now is an optimal time to go ahead and
buy our dresses.
As she flings her sweaty clothes off and stumbles into her pajamas she starts
imagining what we’re doing for Homecoming. She wants to get a real Italian
cookbook, from Italy, here, and an Italian dictionary so she can read it. She wants
to have gelato for dessert. She’s listing the guests and when she lists me, she pairs
me with Jackson; I make her drink a glass of water to help with the alcohol and
nod and smile until we turn the lights off.
Long after Deanna falls asleep, I lie awake wondering about the rumor Deanna’s
apparently missed—that, as of the fourth of July, Jackson has a girlfriend, some
skinny, petite girl who sings with him in the choir. I think her name is Wendy and I
don’t know her except that she makes her own earrings and buys all her clothes
from thrift stores—not because she’s poor but because she has actual style. Unlike
me, she doesn’t take a yearly back-to-school shopping trip to JCPenney, where
she will inevitably fight with her mother about the way something fits her. I stare
into the dark room, listening to Grace snoring and remembering our group Prom
pictures: how trim Jackson looks in his suit, how voluminous I look alongside the
other girls in my bright blue dress.
—
Chelsea tells us that the same convent that has the hand has St. Teresa’s heart.
She says the reliquary looks like a championship trophy, tries to illustrate it in the
air with her hands—cupping them first at the center in a vague heart shape—a
glass case—and then fluttering her rounded hands on the top and sides, drawing
imaginary arches. The reliquary is ornate and golden, she says, but the heart inside
is shriveled and gray. (“Way cool.”)
—
In Venice, I hate my ugly gray school t-shirt and ugly purple skirt. I bought the skirt
at Walmart the day before we left, predicting correctly that it would be much
cooler than my jeans; but what I don’t predict is the way my thighs stick together
in the heat, the painful rash that has me crab-walking like an idiot by the end of
our day. I don’t predict that the new walking shoes I got at Payless—sneakers that
look like Mary Janes—will rub and blister my feet, that the no-show socks I took
such pains to select will slip down under my foot each time I take two steps, to the




one at a time, fishing out the offending socks with one hand and leaning on the
railing with the other. I stuff the socks into my backpack and don’t say another
word about it; though each time we stop at a bathroom I’m folding toilet paper to
put into the backs of my shoes to protect my skin and dabbing at my raw, red
thighs with wet hands.
Grace and Katie split off from us eventually, and Deanna feels bad for me so she
pretends not to notice, but Chelsea loudly calls me “poor thing” when the group is
meeting up at the end of the day and everyone turns to look. I snap back to
walking like a normal person, even as my legs rub and burn with every step, even
as the shoes make my feet bleed. When we get back to the hotel, I borrow baby
powder and lotion from one of the chaperones. At the night market in Jesolo I buy
Band-Aids and a pair of ugly tie-dye knit shorts to wear underneath the skirt.
—
It’s pretty normal to have bone fragments or blood of a saint, Chelsea says. She
says there are classes to relics, levels of intensity and authenticity: even just
touching a piece of cloth to a piece of their body makes a relic, makes something
pilgrims can cherish.
—
The group that wakes up early for our last morning excursion is small—a few guys I
know marginally, Grace’s mom, three of the older women whose eight-person
tour group was the perfect number to round out our not-quite-full-sized group
from the Latin club. The hotel sends us off with breakfast in brown bags: a pastry
encrusted with sugar and a cup of grapefruit juice.
One of the older ladies wonders out loud on the bus if this is what Italians actually
eat or if it’s the “American” breakfast. “Wherever we go we’re served the
‘American meal,’” she complains, as if she expected anything other than that from
a tour package that mostly serves high-school and college students. It’s been
embarrassing, being associated with her this past week: she’s the woman who
brought a pair of white Crocs as her only shoes and complained when they got
dirty in the streets, who carries a hand-held battery-powered fan that buzzes
when she turns it on, who purchased too many delicate masks in Venice and
scolded the rest of us for the difficulty she had squeezing her oversized bag into
the luggage compartment under the bus. Grace and Katie call her Tourist Tracy—
not that we actually know her name.
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We talked about this in Latin club, about not being those Americans. When the
bus arrives at its drop-off point, all progress grinds to a halt as Tracy announces
she’s lost one of her contacts in the area around her seat. One of the guys a couple
of seats behind me heaves a long-suffering sigh and I turn so we can exchange
sarcastic smiles: Here we go again. But when we get off the bus, when I have to
discreetly tug at the hem my new shorts to keep my thighs from chafing under the
purple skirt, I wonder if maybe I’m a Tourist Tracy, too.
—
No one knows what’s happened to Teresa’s left eye or part of her jawbone, even
though we know they were taken—or maybe it’s just that Chelsea doesn’t know,
that she’s never seen them for herself. Chelsea makes a ring with her first finger
and thumb, holding it to her face like a monocle, then mimes plucking her own eye
out. She bobs her head backward as if in shock, closing her eyelid in time with the
snatching; and her fingers curl around an imaginary eyeball. The movement is
convincing and practiced, an act she performs for every tour group.
“Cool,” someone from Latin club mutters sarcastically; people snicker. I dwell on
the thought of the eye for a bit too long and swallow thickly, feeling a bit ill.
—
Santa Maria della Scala isn’t much on the outside—it’s a plain, sandy color,
crammed in beside orangey buildings of nearly the same height. A stone marker
across the way from the entrance proclaims this area “PIAZZA DELLA SCALA,”
but I can’t help but feel it’s anticlimactic. At St. Mark’s Square, the arches seemed
to stretch on forever. Florence’s Duomo, a massive structure in pink, white, and
green marble with a giant brick dome, towered over an appropriately impressive
square of its own. Piazza della Scalla, tiny by comparison, has cars parked in it and
graffiti on one of the walls.
Inside the church, though, is a sensory overload—it’s colored marble everywhere,
it’s arches and chandeliers and everything in gold and gold trim, brightly-painted
ceiling masterpieces and elaborately-ornamented alcoves dedicated to various
saints every few feet. I feel crowded by all the art, as if the walls are closing in, as if
the space is shrinking for all the decorations; and our group stops moving as we
wait for Chelsea to find someone to let us in to where we’re going. A few people





When Chelsea returns with a man carrying a set of keys, we follow her, perfectly-
behaved ducklings, to another chapel where we see—behind a pane of glass,
reddish marble as a backdrop—an elaborate golden box held up by sculptures of
cherubim. The main pillar of the pedestal is a heart spouting tongues of flame and
golden rays—a vision of beauty in contrast to the box’s contents.
It’s ugly—dark and greasy—and if I look too long I can start thinking about it being
lopped off, about the bones and tissue I might see if I was able to look at it from
above instead of from the side: St. Teresa’s right foot.
Deanna asks me about it later, how I felt worshipping the Foot God. I tell her that’s
not how it works but she hasn’t been listening to Chelsea. She’s more concerned
about her imaginary plans for Homecoming—how she’s worried that there won’t
be time in the airport to find a cookbook, that I need to help because I’m part of
this plan, too. But the airport isn’t like Atlanta or Newark—not nearly as many
stores—and the chaperones don’t want us going too far from the gate, so Deanna
settles on conducting a Napoleon Dynamite quote-off between herself and Eric.
I’m about to tell her more about seeing St. Teresa’s foot—it’s still forming,
something on the tip of my tongue. It’s not the reliquary that’s sacred, I want to
explain, but the sad, greasy foot inside of it, and that’s the weird part—the fact of
that shriveled, ugly thing. It is absurd and beautiful, for all the marble trimmings
and gold adornments, and I think it means something—but by the time I open my
mouth, Deanna’s stopped listening, her question forgotten, and I wonder vaguely
whether we were even having a conversation at all.
—
Before we all say good-bye and take a group picture with her, Chelsea says that St.
Teresa’s arm is encased in a “v”-shaped tube of glass, bent at the elbow, in perfect
keeping with what Chelsea calls “the bizarre trophy theme,” and though I can’t
quite understand what she means I still try to imagine it for hours after. As we wait
on the runway for takeoff I squeeze at the skin of my arms, press my palm into the
bone of my elbow, smooth a finger across my wrists to feel the round, taut bands
of muscles and tendons. I can’t stop tracing the lines of my ring fingers. I
remember watching Chelsea chat easily in Italian with the bus driver. She looked
like Grace and Katie and Deanna dancing at Prom or in the discotheque—
comfortable, effortless, in her element. I know that I want the way Chelsea
belongs without question, even in skorts and sneakers. I wonder what it takes to
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be confident like that.
In the row behind me, Grace’s mom starts snoring. “Oh my God,” Grace says,
sounding mortified. Across the aisle and two rows back, Deanna and Eric are still
quoting movies. Nothing much has changed, but I wonder if that isn’t true. The air
conditioning is blowing ineffectually and I feel the sweat collecting in my armpits,
the slight sting of irritation where my shorts rest against the raw part of my inner
thigh, the uncomfortable warmth in my cheeks and forehead that means I need to
drink more water before I get dehydrated. And then the plane accelerates, lifting
up, up, up and launching into the sky, all of us safely encased within metal and
glass.
________________
Margaret Emma Brandl is a Ph.D. candidate at Texas Tech University, where she
has taught English courses and serves as an associate editor for Iron Horse
Literary Review. Her work has appeared in Gulf Coast, The Cincinnati
Review, Pithead Chapel, Hobart, jmww, and other journals. Visit her website or







She appears within the small dark angles of the room. My mother floats on the
wall in the borderless black and white, perpetually teaching me how to bake
delicacies to lure a man. Braid down her back, wilted collar, she crumples over the
oven and brushes egg yolk over the crust, filled with creamy curd and raspberries
that spill over in her hand. I trace my finger over the dough that glistens with icy
milk, the way she traced love lines on palms by candlelight. They are gathered in
the parlor, waiting for vatrushka, the kind she made week after week. She is laid
out on the table, also waiting, lips crooked and thin like a paring knife. Murmurs
susurrate from the other room, guests musing over succulent slivers of farmers’
cheese, tsk tsking over the watery crust, the weak foundation, the absence of a
husband. Neither one is real, my mother whose eyes are weighted down by
pennies or the one in the photograph draped in darkness. I set my mouth like my
mother’s, reach for the dough, feel it moving under my fingertips, resisting, and
rising like a lung.
St. Joseph in Juniper
You float suspended in the juniper tree, upside down, head tilted and brush up
against St. Gerard, hands crossed, mouths formed in O’s. You swing together,
elbows chipped, a gash above your eyebrow, a scraping battle above the withered
tomato plants, near the Virgin Mary whose arms cling to the clematis. Rain falls on
a slant, misting in through the kitchen window, leaving puddles of mud near the
mailbox, the drizzle a mantle on your hair. They told me to bury you, but I couldn’t.
I would rather watch you swing, purposeless, see the lines of worry chiseled near
your eyes, the rain sting against your stony back.
________________
Susan Isaak Lolis received her MFA from the University of Miami where she was a
James A. Michener Fellow. Her novel was shortlisted for the William Faulkner-
William Wisdom Creative Writing Competition. Her poetry and nonfiction have
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appeared in New Madrid: Journal of Contemporary Literature, Yemassee, and
Offcourse. Her short story, “Vivien’s Sister,” won the James Knudsen Prize for





A Conversation with Sarah Gambito
Photo from sarahgambito.com
Sarah Gambito is the author of the poetry collections Loves You (Persea Books),
Delivered (Persea Books) and Matadora (Alice James Books). Her poems have
appeared or are forthcoming in The Iowa Review, POETRY, Harvard Review,
American Poetry Review, The New Republic and other journals. She holds degrees
from The University of Virginia and The Literary Arts Program at Brown
University. Her honors include the Barnes & Noble Writers for Writers Award
from Poets and Writers, The Wai Look Award for Outstanding Service to the Arts
from the Asian American Arts Alliance and grants and fellowships from The New
York Foundation for the Arts and The MacDowell Colony. She is Associate
Professor of English / Director of Creative Writing at Fordham University and co-
founder of Kundiman, a non-profit organization serving writers and readers of
Asian American literature.
Helene Achanzar is a senior editor of Yalobusha Review.
HA: Congrats on the new book! Loves You opens with a poem entitled “On How to
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Use this Book.” It’s a poem that contains a recipe in a book that’s filled with many
recipes. Loves You seems invested in, almost fascinated by, instruction. I’m
curious about how the directive nature of recipes works in relationship to the
mostly non-narrative poems in the collection. I wonder to what extent these
recipes are guides, not just to cooking dishes, but also to framing the questions
your poetry asks about place, family, and identity.
SG: After the 2016 election, I was seeing America in a completely different way.
My family was on opposite sides of voting and belief. I found comfort in the
imperative form of the recipe as a poetic form. Do this and something else is
ushered into being. Do this and other pathways become possible. I love the
implied alchemy of what becomes manifest within the text of a recipe. I don’t
speak Tagalog and so food is the common language that I can speak with my
family. So, a “cookbook” of poems became a way for me to speak to a kind of
impossible, intimate other.
HA: In Matadora, you went to dinner with New York, spent the night with New
York. In Delivered, you dreamt that you were in Manila, that you lived in Manila,
that Manila was your address. It has been ten years since Delivered. Where have
you been? Where did you go to write Loves You?
SG: Most of all, I had a son and became mortal in a completely unexpected way. I
wanted to find a language that could speak to this new experience of providing for
and feeding another person. This is yet another reason why I found poems in
recipes.
HA: In each of your books you include voices and perspectives from a wide range
of sources. The new collection responds to quotes from The New Yorker and GQ,
it adapts recipes from professional chefs and home cooks, and it contains two
photographs. Your poetry demands that readers pay attention, that we care and
care deeply. What sort of responsibility, if any, do you believe you carry in your
art?
SG: I love the raw crystalline form of poetry– allowing for no quarter. Maximum
living through literature. I don’t want to waste my time or anyone else’s. I don’t
hope for a rush of the intellect. I crave avalanche feeling no matter what.
HA: I love this idea of maximum living through literature. One of the ways I see
that happening in Loves You is through the things that decorate and adorn the




a yellow dress. In “Marriage” you ask, “Why should we not have beautiful
earrings?” In other poems, there are nails painted gold, gold clips in your hair, a
golden wig. There are bracelets and flashdance costumes and choir robes and
leather jackets in this book. How did style and beauty make their way into the
collection?
SG: The desire for style and beauty figures in as an ambivalent inheritance. The “I”
is wearing moon lipstick and breaking eggs everywhere. Implicit in the question,
“Why should we not have beautiful earrings?” lies that idea that one does not
already have these things. Moments of abundance are syncopated with lack.
Style/beauty becomes a way to articulate an immigrant experience that can
simultaneously feel rich and desperate and strong and yearning.
HA: I want to end on this idea of lack – not to focus on what’s missing, but to
instead consider the hope for something better, something more. Loves You
closes with a poem entitled “Brave, Brave, Brave” in which a choir director says, “I
want more than singing. Cradle me in this song.” What are your hopes for poetry?
What do you believe poetry can be or do, especially now in a time of American
tumult?
SG: I would like for poetry to be as usable as a recipe. I would like for it to be a
map, a locatable way of being and interacting. I want to be able to point to it and
say: This gives me a way to think and feel and test myself. I’m impatient with an
esoteric language. Gather friends around your tables of plenty. This need not be
more than bowls of arroz caldo. We need radical conversation and pro-tips about
how to move forward.
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1: The flattened road kill squirrel puffs back to life
2: My father never leaves and I sprout more ventricles in my heart
3: I love so richly, I spare millions of pennies in my trust
4: Rosehips bloom in January, pink jellyfish in shattering snow
5: My heart becomes a jar of wildflower honey, does not amber
6: Everyone is so well fed, they cry greasy tears
7: I sit on a balcony in a large city no one has ever heard of, watching the one I love
come back to me like rewinding a tape I’ve played many times before
8: The dead ends of my hair spilt to form their own continents
9: My mother reaches the end of her patience and heaves my father’s cigarette
stained armchair out the window and some college students catch it from below,
grateful
10: I lift the end of the day up like a fat centipede with its legs kicking and say:




THREE MEN LOVED ME AND LEFT ME SUDDENLY, AND YOU ARE THE
FOURTH
I brushed my hair until blood rushed out of me.
My hair shone like grapefruit doused in sugar:
simply too much. Everyone, everywhere, rejoiced:
thank god, it wasn’t me. And: strange, he adored you,
I don’t know what to say. I do. Say: what to hold
on to, say: again, this migratory path, the whales
are coming home, say: this heart season and
its clenched circulation, time to break out the parka,
it’s winter and I’ve been here, loving the ice all
this time. Dream: of a crane dismantling a nuclear
plant, pipes like felled trees. What sound does
my longing make? (What I woke to in the morning.)
Of tortoises chomping on grass, of their ancient,
wrinkled mouths indulging in such simple pleasures.
Of lassoing all four of you, of tightening the rope
until you can feel each other’s blossoming beards
bristling across your mouths. Of surveying that scene.
Of declaring: yes, truly, how handsome you all are.
Reply, all: (what sound does my longing make?)
What I woke to in the morning: the wind knocking
against no trees. Silence as cold as a marble counter
(grapefruit doused in sugar), too fancy to touch.
My self (simply) lifted out of another life. A rabbit
(chomping on grass), whisked away by an owl.
Silent flight, a mole punctured right in the snow
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(it’s winter) after all. And (strange, he adored you)
so he remains, the rain-drenched couch on every
porch I’ve ever known. When is (too much) not
enough? It was (it wasn’t me). Braced against
a wall, (I brushed) the air of a false return. Familiar
stranger, won’t you knock the shadow (out of me)?
JANE WONG’s poems can be found in Best American Poetry 2015, American
Poetry Review, AGNI, Poetry, jubilat, and others. A Kundiman fellow, she is the
recipient of a Pushcart Prize and fellowships from the U.S. Fulbright Program, the
Fine Arts Work Center, Hedgebrook, Willapa Bay, and Bread Loaf. She is the
author of Overpour (Action Books, 2016) and is an Assistant Professor of Creative







The wolverine frog will break its own bones split open its skin to form claws & its
body was meant for that, was made to,
so when people tell me we are destined for unraveling that a splayed heart breeds
love’s deep & only safety I refer
to the lion’s mask of blood, the alligator with a ribbon of scales hung
from its indifferent jaw
&
there is always a breaker & a broken the bloodlapping & the bloodspilt there is no
careful dissection of sunlit desire
without a vulnerable party no alternating tooth for tooth or ruly gutting there is
no gentle becoming of mutual bones only a carcass & the vulture who drags it
from the street like no crime scene
ever huddled the asphalt begged for wings or lied down in surrender-palmed
devotion to a gaze demanding to be fed
&
this house I built hoarded so many bees in the walls still every socket leaks honey
despite a fury of stingers poised to name any reaching hand prey
any pretty eye enemy quick & bluntly deadened before unreliable hunger is
birthed such unfortunate hiveflood lust is, or worse than,
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&
our bodies are made of walls, were meant for them, raw and stupid beneath the
shell
the centipede cannibalizes its former skeleton to bulk larger, gulp power, stronger
for carrying the shadow of that foolish husk inside it,
gnawing old skin in hopes the next hardening
will be impenetrable—a sloughing vein-deep beyond this
fallible bouquet of cells
ERIN SLAUGHTER editor and co-founder of literary journal The Hunger, and the
author of I Will Tell This Story to the Sun Until You Remember That You Are the
Sun (forthcoming from New Rivers Press in 2019). Her writing has appeared or is
forthcoming in The Rumpus, Prairie Schooner, Split Lip Magazine, New South,
Passages North, and elsewhere. Originally from north Texas, she is pursuing a







FROM “AMERICANS ARE FROM MARS”
It was dark, very dark, I was alone, in a cave, in a mountain, no longer outside, for it
was raining, and Americans are allergic to the weather.
It was dark, it was cold, I was alone, in the world, and the rain is an irritant to my
brain, which is cold, in the dark, in the cave, in the mountain, in the American
imaginary.
It was America, it was dark, it was cold, it was imaginary, and we were allergic to
one another.
It was an allergy, but unlike other allergies, it was nationalistic, it believed in
American exceptionalism, it was cold and it was dark and it was a cave, it rejected
mountains.
It was the world, full of America, which was spreading, sprawling like a suburb, it
was a suburb, it was very neat, very tidy, it was arranged.
It was a man, it was American, it was cold, it was a cave, and it thought itself a
mountain, its speech was prophetic, for the mountain appeared, it was tall, like the
man, who was a cave, hidden under the mountain, he was a missile silo, he craves
devastation, it is very important to him.
It is a mountain, it is good, it is bad, it is fake, it is real, it has a sublime
circumference.
In the cave, on the ground, covered in mosses, amidst the dampness, I found
myself alone, with all the small creatures of the world, they were hiding, away
from America, from its imagination, which was spreading, sprawling like a fungus,
like a fungus that kills trees, releases toxins in the soil, it kills all the animals, it
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takes up their nitrogen as a sort of food, it was American, it was a man, rejecting
mountains. He preferred flatness. He gravitated toward fields and easily paintable
landscapes. He settled in.
PAIN = TIME
as in,
pain = the past, or
pain = the present, or
pain = the future, or
when { past, present, future } = that which is transcendable,
when the present, a gaping
hole, when it hurls itself
forward, when standing still,
when the rivers run
red, when it’s a
memory,
when there’s another shooting,
when you’re afraid to leave the house,
when the past, shattered and
shattering, when you’re just a rag,
when it’s a place,
when he chokes you again,
when it’s the future, too far, too soon,
when you can taste the color,
when side by side,
when you sew your own mouth,
when the sun remains
shrouded, when a man
approaches you, when a man





some body moves through space
and space ripples onto space
but in violent contact space
folds onto itself, the ripples
bounce here and there until














mp   ac
ting
or, when there is no pointing, pointing turns inward. who hurt you? and the hand
has to turn back, not-pointing at yourself. yes, you hurt you.
that special form of trauma, a sort of echo but tangible, a sort of matter but
ephemeral, that second substance of trauma, the fear that life will erode or simply
end just as it begins to get better:
that which grips the flesh so tightly it becomes it:
these inscriptions on the flesh are not poetry but a form of
mathematics, like how one person + one person = one person
how one person + one person = two one persons
how fifty thousand one persons – less than one hundred one persons = fifty
thousand one
persons how a one person becomes a one person through touch, address of the
flesh:
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and the math of this
TRAVIS SHARP grew up in rural Alabama and now lives in Buffalo, NY. He’s
written the chapbook Sinister Queer Agenda (above/ground press, 2018) and the
artist’s book one plus one is two ones (Recreational Resources, 2018). He’s a PhD
student in the SUNY Buffalo Poetics Program, teaches youth writing workshops








In her email Sophie asked if I’d tried writing poems recently
that are just like totally you talking and the snow told me I
wanted to. Talking like myself or talking about it is a
distinction I ruin in practice; in my sweaters I go downstairs
to the living room and the frosted glass zooms over
immediately. It snows outside, people walk by windows in
the snow, windows are a medium for relatable desire and my
fabric gets caught on this and other occasions of mediation. I
can’t get up from the couch or look away without ripping or
at least leaving some residue like hair sweat or the rest of
my body. I put on appropriate seasonal clothing and walk to
the library with other people who are also walking. I think
selfhood as a sheer pastel fabric draped across each person’s
field of vision, acting out mild violence to the tonality of the
objects that burrow through it. They reach the whatever-
destination of the eye but leave behind a residue that
remains on the fabric even as I go to the basement and wash
it repeatedly. Friends burrow into me about all this fabric on
my torso and that’s cool, I burrow back. Writing is cool, is it
cool enough to be my burrow for me. When I want fun I
mean when I want disassociation I think of my life as an
object out in the world, doing object things like get in orbit
or not fidget. I don’t remember the moment when, as Gary
Lutz wrote, I had given consent for my life to keep being
done to me, but I go along with it, I fold life into a torus of
blunt grammar and break open the weather. When concepts
and objects get talked about like they’re different it folds me
up and I get in drawers, I’ll stay there until the weather’s
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over, I’ll look everywhere from the windows, I wonder if it’s
happened yet, I wonder if it’s me talking by now.
PETER MYERS recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Capilano
Review, Vestiges, DATABLEED, Sonora Review, and Boston Review. He is an MFA




(EXCERPTED FROM) THE INTERVIEW
Mamie Morgan
My dad’s job in Afghanistan
was to pick guys up after mission.
He once made it outside Kandahar
before the propeller hit some trash
and this mattress cut off the leg of a soldier
he carried. When we read Romeo and Juliet
I kept thinking, sometimes it’s the Montagues
and the Capulets, sometimes it’s a man against
a mattress. You’re the guy who read
my story, right? You know how it opens
with a father watching this shooting star
from a living room window? In my head
it’s not a star. In my head it’s his kid hid
in a tin can, cannonballing through space.
ZZ Packer, Raymond Carver, Zadie Smith.
Barry Hannah, Larry Brown, may I look
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at my notes? Junot Diaz, Jhumpa Lahiri,
I saw on the website you don’t want kids
who read sci fi, fantasy, old stuff. But
Nat Geo just reported a lake on Mars.
Tell me that doesn’t make you want
to write some story about a pregnant
Mars-lady who recycles, yells to her
other kids, stop playing Fortnite, falls
in love with the wrong guy across a lake.
There’s a way to live on another planet
and y’all aren’t into it?
My friend Patrick says no poems
with cicadas in them, but also he’s
one of those guys who only reads tomes.
So it’s like: dude, you’re fifteen. Try no
poems with the big words you use
to hide from everybody. He likes jazz
and he likes jazz for real, so I’m always
telling him, just write jazz poems, Jesus.
I say no poems with adjectives in them.
My third grade teacher called them sparkle
words, but all I ever care about are verbs.




your bipolar aunt they found hitching
just south of Salem, carrying one ice skate,
trying to find her way into the Enchanted Forest.
When I grow up I’m living alone
on the Damariscotta River with a black dog—
friends say that’s weird but think of the Polish chemist
Clara Immerwahr—first lady PhD in her field, married in Breslau.
It’s hard to know what way to order
a story. Dad says you only got so long
to get in the boat. But you can’t give it all away
up front either. Tricky business. The husband became
famous for swinging gas into warfare.
No stopping him. Money, recognition, she stayed
home with a baby. The soul has moments of escape but
only if you let it. Let me finish: When people ask why I don’t
want kids I can’t exactly say
because of some stupid Dickinson line—
because of some Polish chemist who shot herself in the heart.
You probably think of Mary Oliver
as a poet, but she’s maybe best at journaling,
which Patrick says isn’t really an art form
but my mom calls the guy who details her car
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an artist, so it’s like: perspective.
Field journals are my favorite thing.
Sometimes the notes you take far exceed
what you could ever create from them.
Sometimes as a kid I can only go
as far as the road, but even there
are riches: late morning when the sun
and moon stay out together, the metal
praying mantis Mr. Miller glued
to his mailbox, the photographer taking
engagement photos of a couple walking
straight down the middle of two yellow lines.
MAMIE MORGAN teaches poetry at The South Carolina Governor’s School for
the Arts and Humanities. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Muzzle,
Four Way Review, The Oxford American, Inkwell, Smartish Pace, Carolina
Quarterly, The Greensboro Review, Cimarron, Yemassee, and elsewhere. She







THE EMAIL IN THE SKY KEEPS ON SENDING
In small bars by the sea where the just-clocked-out
down entire pints before firing them off in blasts,
and under overpasses where late night revelers
linger releasing them like dirigible lilies into rain,
and on the corner, at the store, in the strip mall
emails are flicking off like fleas from a floppy
dog except the dog is the entire earth and the fleas
are angels. I know the taste, yes, of emails escaping
from bubbles in ice cubes cracking open as bourbon
rushes over, and the smell, yes, of emails hanging
in the air after street sweepers gobble up the confetti
from gutters at dawn. I’ve stood in line at port-o-potties
after a chili-dog and bear claw composing emails
on my phone, thinking, I need this job, I need this job,
please let them get back to me. Ah, times like that,
when the moon hangs on a subject line that won’t
appear, you can almost hear the servers humming
in San Francisco, the windows opening in New York,
and in Los Angeles the jacaranda petals tumbling
down the shoulders of managers who smoke cigs
and hit reply. That’s why I know the email in the sky
keeps on sending. For clawing fast as wifi laps
the air, the word made wave can find you anywhere.
Wherever I am. Whenever I want. So here it is panting
on your screen, my heart fileted in its needly teeth.
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SPIRIT ANIMALS
I want to know what spirit animal
lurks beneath my fingers when I glide
them over the smartphone screen
to check the feed.
Raccoon or cat?
Elk or eel? And when at night
it quivers on to wake me up is it
my skin it wants to feel? Or the touch
of a higher machine?
I used to dream
of rivers, moneygreen, rigged to run
backward. And on a tourist boat I stood
among the skyscrapers. What did I know
about being a friend? What did I know
about privacy?
I took pictures
of everyone I knew and dumped them
through the surface
of the screen.
Their bodies are floating up.
Their faces are pressed against the glass.
WYATT MCMURRY holds an MFA in poetry from the University of Alabama. His
work has appeared in Beloit Poetry Journal, Bird’s Thumb, Moon City Review, and
elsewhere. He’s currently working as an English language teacher at the National






It’s just that everything beats louder in the bright dead of morning: the heart
and skyline in bloom over the cul-de-sac and horseshoes,
nails scattered then bled to rust in a field
of cuspidate blue and brown glass, discarded deadbolts and burst tires,
worn out rugs drying in the heat of day. 
I’ve never been surefooted enough to dance with the end of all things
though there are songs that involve offering up more
of your intelligence and dream dust than you ever thought possible,
that demand an arpeggio of far-reaching notes to bring the sleeping crowd to its
feet.
It is a good day to watch the daylight shock the hillside into honey.
It is a good day to increase your likeness to the owl’s
burning moon eyes and screech ringing want want want.
I was facing reckless sleep. I was watching the Book of Job played out in the
faces
of my immigrant students and in the lives of stateless TV children crumbling in the
airport terminals.
Parts of human heart chambers can be found mured up in white walls
scarred with fixed silhouettes from the first nuclear blast
that shadowed and spoiled the skin beneath women’s
black polka dotted dresses– didn’t you hear? Haven’t you heard?
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The pines are lit up like dragons this evening. I said,
 everything is falling out of place and I cannot teach a language of order.
ALYSSA JEWELL is an assistant editor for New Issues Poetry and Prose and
coordinates the Poets in Print Reading Series for the Kalamazoo Book Arts
Center. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Best New Poets, Colorado
Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Lake Effect, North American Review, Quarterly
West, and Sugar House Review, among other publications. She lives and teaches
in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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